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ABSTRACT 
In this note we prove some uniqueness theorems concerning irreducible sums of 
decomposable elements in tensor and symmetric spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let U be a vector space over a field F. Let UC’“) denote the mth 
symmetric power of U. For each x in U, let x”~ denote the decomposable 
element x **f x in I?“‘. Let xi,. . . , xk be k linearly independent vectors in 
U, and yi, . . . , yn be n linearly independent vectors in U. Let 
a,,..., akp b l,...,b, be k + n nonzero elements in F. Suppose that char F 
z 2. Then it is known that Cf=,ajx& = Crz=,bj yf if and only if k = n and 
yi = C~=icijxj for some cij in F such that 
(Cij)tdag(bl,...,bk) (cij) = diag(al,...,ak). 
In this note we prove the following uniqueness theorem. Suppose m > 3, and 
char F = 0 or char F > m. Then 
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if and only if k = n and a,~~? = b,,,, y,“,,, for some permutation u on 
11,. . . , k} and for all i = 1, . . . . k. We prove this result by first establishing a 
uniqueness theorem concerning irreducible sums of decomposable elements 
in a tensor space. 
2. RESULTS 
Let U be a vector space over a field F. Let 5 V denote the mth tensor 
space over U. A nonzero vector in g U is said to have rank k if it can be 
expressed as a sum of k, but not less than k, nonzero decomposable elements 
of $ U. We first prove the following uniqueness theorem concerning rank k 
vectors by using two results in [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Let Ai = xi1 Q -** 8 xim and B, = yil Q --- 8 yim be 
nonzero decomposable elements in 
cfEIAi = CfCIBi anddim(x,, ,..., 
6 U, where i = 1,. . . , k and m > 3. lf 
xki) = k for i = 1,2,3, then there exists 
a permutation (T on (1, . . . , k} such that BuCij = Ai for all i. 
Proof. Since dim( xri, . . . , xki) = k for i = 1,2, it follows from Theo- 
rem 5 in [2] that Cf= r Ai is of rank k. Since 
i=l i=l 
and C:= r Ai is of rank k, it follows from Theorem 1 in [2] that 
(Xii,..., Xki) = &...> y& i = 1,2,3. 
Suppose that (xrr) # ( yjl) for any j = 1,. . . , k. Let f be a linear map 
on U such that f(xll> = 0, f(xi,> = xi1 for i > 2, and Z be the identity map 
on U. Then 
/k \ k 
= YLf( Yil) @ Yi2 @ *‘* @ Vim* 
i=l 
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Since f(yil) # 0 for all i, we have f(yil) 8 yiz @ .** Q yi, # 0, and hence 
is of rank k by Theorem 5 in [2], since 
dm(yli, yzi>*.*> yki) =k for i = 2,3. 
Hence we obtain a contradiction, since Cf=, Ai is of rank < k. This proves 
that (4 = ( Y~(~),~ ) for some r(l). Similarly (xi,) = ( yrcij, 1> for some 
7r(i>. Clearly 9r(i> f 7r(j> f or i # j, and hence q is a permutation on 
0 , . . . ,kj. Now 
= i$2 (K(i) - Ai)* 
Therefore 
i Ai = i$2 k(i), 
i=2 
and hence 
Similarly Ai = B,ci, for i > 2, and the proof is complete. ??
REMARK 1. Theorem 1 is true if $ U is replaced by tensor product of 
m vector spaces. 
REMARK 2. Let Ai = xi1 A --- A xim, B, = yil A -** A yim be decom- 
posable elements in the Grassmann space x U, where i = 1,. . . , k. The 
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following uniqueness theorem was proved in [3]: Zf Cf=rAi = 
C:= lBi, dim(C:,,(xil,. . . , rim)> = dim(C:,,( yil, . . . , yin,>) = mk, and m 
> 3, then there exists a permutation u on (1,. . . , k} such that Ai = BmCij for 
i=l 1.**> k. 
This result was first shown in [l] under the restriction that k < m. 
For each subgroup G of the symmetric group S,, of degree m, let U(G) 
denote the symmetry class of tensors over U associated with the identity 
character. The decomposable elements of U(G) are denoted by x1 * *** * x,,,, 
where x1,. . . , x, E U. For each x in U, let xm denote the decomposable 
element of the form x * I** * x in U(G). Note that U(S,) is the mth 
symmetric power of U. The following uniqueness theorem follows easily from 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let x1,..., xk be k linearly independent vectors in U, and 
Yl>...’ Yk E U - (O}. Let a,, . . . , ak, b,, . . . , b, be 2k nonzero elements in F. 
Suppose that m > 3 and char F = 0 or char F > m. Zf 
in U(G), 
then there exists u in S, such that 
a.~!” = b,(,, yTCno I t for all i. 
Proof. Since char F = 0 or char F > m, we can identify U(G) with the 
subspace of 6 U via 
and hence 2”’ = z 8 *a* 8 z. The result follows immediately from Theorem 
1. 1 
COROLLARY. Let x1,..., xk be k linearly independent vectors in U, and 
Yl>...> Yn be n 1inearEy independent vectors in U. Let aI, . . . , ak, b,, . . . , b,, 
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be k + n nonzero scalars in F. Suppose that m >, 3, and char F = 0 or char 
F > m. Then 
ia,x; = igIb,y:” in U(G) 
i=l 
if and only if k = n and there exists u in S, and Ai in F such that 
yvtij = hixi and a, = hybvCi,, i = 1,. . . , k. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. Consider the necessity part. Identify- 
ing U(G) as a subspace of 5 U and using theorem 5 in [2], we see that 
m 
C:= laity is of rank k in @ U, since xi,. . . , xk are linearly independent. 
Similarly, Cl= Ibi yy is of rank n in 6 U. Hence k = n. By Theorem 2, we 
have 
for some u in S, and for i = 1,. . . , k. It follows that yecij = hixi for hi in F 
such that ai = hybUCi,. ??
REMARK 3. The corollary is false if m = (char F)” for some integer s, 
since in U’“‘, (x + y)” = xm + ym for any x, y in U. 
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